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AAR 1: Dynamic Relationality Compared: Jewish and Christian Approaches 
 

Jon Paul Sydnor (Emmanuel College), Dynamic Community of Joy: The Social Trinity in Process 
The doctrine of the tripersonal Trinity values love through relationships that change in time. In so doing, it foments 
an ethical stance conducive to the Kingdom of God. This ethical stance applies to individuals and societies, inviting us 
to maximize both love and justice. The extensive reach of the doctrine, and its potential to transform human life in its 
entirety, suggest its correspondence to a paradigmatic power at work within the universe. 
 

Natan Margalit (Aleph Ordination Program), Finding God in Complex Systems: A Jewish Approach 
This presentation will examine a convergence between core theological concepts in Judaism and core concepts of 
Systems Theory. We compare Emergence, Nestedness, and Bifurcation Events with the Jewish concepts of minyan 
(quorum of ten adult Jews), mikdash (Sanctuary, Jerusalem Temple), and mitzvah (commandment). It is argued that 
these comparisons open a fruitful new perspective on religious experience which is in harmony with a new paradigm 
of ecological, social, political and psychological theories. 

 
 

AAR 2: God and Anthropology in Christian Theology 
 

Ryan Gregg (Harvard University), Seductive Selves: Reinhold Niebuhr on Attractive but Wrong Models of Selfhood  
This paper is about the theological anthropology of Reinhold Niebuhr’s The Nature and Destiny of Man. It studies 
Niebuhr’s critique of Marx, Freud, and Nietzsche, arguing that the models of selfhood that these seminal thinkers 
produced are seductive because they each offer a self-empowering account of who or what is good and evil. Yet these 
models are incomplete and socially destructive, and the essay reflects on ways that anthropological imaginaries 
sourced in Marx, Freud, and Nietzsche continue today to energize conflict (from culture wars to actual wars) and 
perhaps render them insoluble. 

 
Scott P. Rice (Colgate Rochester Crozer Divinity School), Kathryn Tanner on the God-World Relation  

This paper examines the God-world relation in the trinitarian theology of Kathryn Tanner. It argues that Tanner's 
theory of a correspondence between the persons of the Trinity and their temporal history overcomes tendencies in 
trinitarian reflection to conceive of the God-world relation on two disparately connected tracks. It also uncovers 
ambiguities in Tanner's view of the Trinity's enactment in time and proposes a more consistent view within the 
confines of Tanner's schematic through a concept of divine envelopment in dialogue with the theology of Robert 
Jenson. 

 
 

AAR 3: The Sociology of Online Religion 
 

Mollie Johnson (University of North Carolina), Insiders and Former Insiders: A Study of a New Religious Movements’ 
Online Narratives 

Through rhetoric from both insiders, former insiders and outsiders this paper will analyze the presence that Superstar 
Machine, a new religious movement active 2011-2016, has in a growing body of small and eerily similar new religious 
movements. The purpose of this work is to understand the significance in different experiences with singular new 
religious movements. This paper focuses on research done using publicly available articles, blogs and former websites 
of groups led by Greg Scherick. 
 

Sana Patel (University of Ottawa), Muslim Millennials and the Intersection of Online/Offline Religion 
The ubiquity of social media and online information has meant that people can easily access information about 
religion on their phones, tablets and laptops. Using the concept of lived religion, this paper discusses its significance in 
understanding North American Muslim millennials and changes in religious authority. It relates these concepts to my 
doctoral research, which examines Reviving the Islamic Spirit (RIS) conference (held annually in Toronto) as a hybrid 
media space. 
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AAR 4: Grace, Ecology, and Theology 
 

Marla Morris (Georgia Southern University), The Eco-Theology of Post-Human Animal Grace 
This paper concerns the intersections of post-humanism and eco-theology. Moving beyond the modernist concept of 
grace—as it is instantiated in the work of Karl Rahner (1982)—I suggest a post-human articulation of grace. Here, 
grace that is not one thing, but multiple mysteries beyond the human. More specifically, this paper explores the 
multiple mysteries of post-humanism and eco-theology. Eco-theology is concerned with bringing back into the 
conversation animals and other earthly creatures beyond the human. Finally, this paper suggests that animals are not 
likened to grace but are grace itself—in all of its multiplicity, as Michel Serres (1997) might put it. 
 

Pranati Parikh (Harvard University), Cats, Monkeys, and Kangaroos: A Comparative Theology of Grace 
This paper argues, by comparing a section of Karl Barth’s Church Dogmatics on religion as unbelief with Srilata 
Raman’s exposition of the Śrīvaiṣṇava Tamil-Sanskritic divide, that limiting the concept of grace to frameworks such 
as the “grace-works” debate renders interreligious comparison unfruitful, both for the “home” tradition and its 
religious other. Ultimately, I show how both Barth’s work and the sectarian Śrīvaiṣṇava dispute can benefit from a 
broader framing of grace as a theological concept. 
 
 

AAR 5: Religion and Ecology 
 

Thomas Hermans-Webster (Boston University), Ecology from the Manger: A Lukan Ecological Theology 
This paper presents an ecological theology that is rooted in the Lukan narrative of the incarnation of Christ in the 
manger. The paper identifies the manger as a site of cosmic liberation which models righteous and salvific 
relationships throughout the web of creation. Furthermore, this paper argues for the significance of the manger 
narrative in a eucharistic ecological theology which heeds recent calls for integration of the human person within the 
broader cosmic creation. 

 
Nathan Empsall (Yale University), A Survey of Episcopal Church Eco-Ministries: What 100 Congregations Are Doing about 
Creation and Climate Change, and Why They're Not Doing More 

What are Christian congregations doing to address environmental issues? What motivates them to do this work, and 
what challenges or objections keep them from doing more? This paper shares survey results from more than 100 
responding Episcopal congregations, with the goal of helping environmental communicators and theologians meet 
congregations where they are to provide relevant resources. Respondents were diverse in size and geography, and 
survey results will likely be applicable to other denominations. 

 
 

AAR 6: Psychology and Theology 
 

Elizabeth Smith (Regis College), Belonging in a World to Which We Do Not Belong: The Intersection of Christian Biblical 
Principles, Race, and Psychology in Today’s Era with Special Emphasis on the Work of Dr. Brené Brown 

New Testament principles are often described as moral or ethical ones. Using the lens of Brené Brown’s work in 
psychology, this paper examines the extent to which they are also emotional ones. Themes such as belonging, 
worthiness, and shame will emerge as themes important to a discussion of how Christians are called to discuss race, 
legal status, and culture. This paper aims examine the intersection of New Testament principles and these modern 
psychological ones. 
 

Leona Stucky (Independent Scholar), The Fog of Faith: How the Imprint of the First Nurturing Relationship Affects Beliefs, 
Meaning, and Foggy Ideas of Faith  

It’s delicate, cutting into the heart of theology. Like a scalpel, this paper separates evolutionary imprints, gendered 
battles for our hearts and minds, and our enmeshed search for comfort and evidence. Can wisdom that marks the 
ages remain wisdom in our age? This question riddles its way throughout a personal faith journey. We explore 
scientific reflections and experience-near data that illuminate human meaning-making processes. 
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AAR 7: Belief Systems 
 

James Dooley (Boston University), Magic in the Markan: The Importance of the Supernatural in the Longer Ending of Mark 
The Longer Ending of Mark has been a controversial edit since the inception of the Church. Its fantastical imagery of 
speaking in tongues, being able to handle snakes, immunity to poison, et cetera. adds another layer of debate as to its 
importance. This paper argues that there is some kind of importance to the early church to have this kind of imagery 
and makes connections to that effect. 

 
Robert Q. Lewis (University of Birmingham [UK]), Useful Fictions and the Fixity of Belief in God: Is Petitionary Prayer a 
“Useful Fiction”? 

Fictionalism or ‘useful fictions’ has been said to do explanatory work in scientific studies and appear to demonstrate 
truths about the real world. My question is, are ‘useful fictions’, known false beliefs, beneficial to providing epistemic 
warrant for belief in divine action (e.g. petitionary prayer)? I believe ‘useful fictions’ are able to aid in the fixity of 
belief in God; the question of how divine action occurs may be secondary to the question of ‘useful fictions.’ 

 
 

AAR 8: Feminist Theology and Gender 
 

Stephanie Addenbrooke Deane (Yale University), Wrestling with Jesus’ Masculinity: The Problem of Christology Within 
Feminist Liberation Theology 

Feminist theologies of liberation have exposed and discussed systemic patriarchal oppression within Christianity. 
Unlike other liberation movements, however, which emphasize the personhood of Jesus as a call for liberation, 
feminist liberation theologians continue to wrestle with the problem of Jesus’ masculinity. This paper will note some 
of the primary dilemmas within feminist Christology and consider how the struggle for a feminist Christology makes 
the search for a unified liberation theology a challenging task. 

 
Maggie Lowe (Bridgewater State University), Jarena Lee’s Repost: Prophetic Authority, the Bible, and Nineteenth-Century 
Female Self-hood 

The first woman authorized to preach by the AME Church, Jarena Lee’s self-conscious autobiographical act -- her 
self-published, The Life, (1836) -- illuminates key intersections between prophetic religion, biblical authority, race and 
female self-hood. This paper suggests that Lee used scripture to validate her mystical experiences and thus claim the 
right to preach. In doing so, she asserted an irrefutable religious and public authority which challenged gendered and 
racialized views of nineteenth-century womanhood. 

 
 

AAR 9: Religion and Politics 
 

Laura Luis Worden (Yale University), Transnational Sanctity: The Destruction of Sacred Spaces for Santa Muerte in the 
Mexican Borderlands  

This paper will examine the destruction of nearly 40 shrines to Santa Muerte (Holy Death) by the Mexican state in the 
borderlands of Mexico in the spring of 2009. I will consider the anxieties surrounding the internationalization of this 
burgeoning saint and the disregard for the mobile and local devotees in northern Mexico. I will also analyze the 
performance of sovereign authority by the Mexican state through the destruction of this material religion and these 
sacred spaces. 
 

Rev. James T. Bretzke, S.J. (Marquette University), Signs of Contradiction: White Privilege and the Annual January 
“March for Life” in Washington, D.C. 

Over the last several years the annual “March for Life” held to protest legal abortion has been dominated by right-
wing conservative political forces. In 2019 these erupted when after an address by Alt-Right speaker Ben Shapiro a 
group of MAGA-wearing male Catholic high school students were engaged in a post-march encounter with Native 
American and African-American groups. The concepts of White Ignorance and White Privilege can furnish a helpful 
interpretive lens to various strong reactions to this much publicized encounter. 
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AAR 10: Historical Theology 

 
Michael Hamilton (Mary Baker Eddy Library), Das Schießen ist noch bedeutend näher gekommen, “The Shooting 
Has Come Much Closer”: Banned Bible Lessons and Spiritual Solidarity During World War II 

The 1941 ban on Christian Science in Germany included destruction of printed material, including the Bible Lessons 
that are at the core of Christian Science practice. This paper examines the effect of this deprivation, and the resulting 
solidarity it created among Christian Scientists intent on protecting sacred texts and distributing them through 
underground channels. It also traces the effects of this resistance in East Germany, where Christian Science was also 
banned. 

 
Elaine Lechtreck (Independent Scholar), These Are the Theologians They Loved and Why 

During the 1950s and 1960s, some southern white ministers risked careers, well-being, and even lives to help African 
Americans dismantle the imprisoning walls of segregation. During recent interviews fifty-five of these ministers, in 
questionnaires, identified theologians and religious writers who inspired their sacrificial responses. Their answers run 
the gamut from contemporary writers like John Shelby Spong back to reformation giants like Martin Luther and John 
Wesley. This paper will focus on twentieth-century theologians, Walter Rauschenbusch. Dietrich Bonhoeffer, and 
Toyohiko Kagawa. 
 

 
AAR 11: Islam 

 
Mareike Koertner (Trinity College), Epistemological Debates on Prophecy in Early Hadīth Literature 

Based on a close study of early hadith-based Dalā’il al-nubūwa compilations, such as Ma‘mar b. Rāshid (d. 153/770), 
Ibn Sa‘d (d. 230/845), and al-Jūzajānī (d. 259/873), as well as prominent later compilations, such as Abū al-Nu‘aym 
(d. 429/1038) and al-Bayhaqī (d. 458/1066), this paper will explore the strategies hadith scholars employed in this 
literature in order to maintain the collective authority of the prophetic tradition while incorporating the intricacies of 
epistemological discourses that were prevalent at their time. 
 

Nicole Correri (Boston University), Constructs of Masculinity in Shī'ī Online English-Language Majālis: The Use of 
Hagiography and Qur’ān to Convey Gender Binaries 

This paper is a case study of online Shī'ī English-language sermons, majālis, exploring the perpetuation of gendered use 
of the hagiography of Abbās ibn Alī, half-brother to Husain, warrior-hero of Karbala, is explored along with the 
deployment of the Qur’ānic Yusuf narrative to promote the gender binary and an antagonistic view of women in 
which the ideal-self is essentialized and hierarchically gendered. 
 

 
 

AAR 12: Theology, Spirituality, and Disability 
 

Thomas Murphy (Boston College), Incorporating Humility into A Contemporary Spirituality That Does Justice: Benedict of 
Nursia and Jean Vanier in Conversation 

Benedictine spirituality inspired by the Rule of St. Benedict, and the communities of L’Arche founded by Jean Vanier, 
wherein people with and without disabilities share life, both present instances of the role humility plays in our 
transformation towards spiritual maturity. This paper draws these two distinct communal expressions of Christian 
spirituality into conversation around the way they embrace humility in service to a more honest consideration of self 
and an other-oriented stance that fosters community. 
 

Brent Little (Sacred Heart University), Rahner’s “Love of Neighbor” and the Hospitality of L’Arche 
This paper examines Rahner’s famous argument on the unity between love of God and neighbor by bringing his 
thesis into dialogue with Vanier’s writings on developmental disabilities. Rahner’s rhetoric often aligns with the charity 
model problematically upheld by many ecclesial Catholic texts, a model built on the rigid categories of a passive 
receiver and a Christian giver. Meanwhile, Vanier’s writings blur the categories of giver and receiver and thereby 
recognize the agency of people with developmental disabilities. 
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AAR 13: Religion and Medicine 
 

Blair Nelsen (Yale University), Decolonial Medicine and the Spirit: Opening the Doors of the Many Rooms of Brazilian 
Spiritism 

What happens to bodies when scientific materialism erases Spirit from healing processes? This paper will explore how 
holding onto Spirit(s) within the idea of human wholeness and health can be a decolonial, antihegemonic move. 
Particular attention will be given to Brazilian Spiritism (Espiritismo/Kardecism) as a site where spirit medicine can 
become an expression of Mignolo’s decolonial spiritual option. An overview of Spiritist healing techniques are 
considered, including magnetic passes, drinking “fluidified” water, de-possession, past life therapy, and spiritual 
surgeries. 
 

Elijah Weaver (Yale University), The Contemporary Health Movement as Cultural Liturgy 
By utilizing James K.A. Smith’s anthropological framework, as well as an explication of liturgy as celebration, worship, 
participation and transformation, our contemporary health and well-being culture, exemplified in the spatially 
configured sets of practices and rituals of Whole Foods, fitness centers, and the mindfulness movement, to name a 
few, is aimed at shaping its participants ultimate identities. However, health and well-being as achievable ends remain 
unarticulated and murky, “slippery concepts” without clear definitions. I suggest that though Christians should indeed 
participate in liturgies of health and well-being for their undeniably positive benefits, these liturgies should ultimately 
be subordinated and relativized to liturgies of the Church aimed at the worship of God and the formation of His 
people. 

 
 

AAR 14: Conversion Studies 
 

Jin Ri Kim (Boston University), Impact of the Christian Conversion of Roman Soldiers in the Time of Emperor Aurelius’ Reign 
This paper will examine how Christian conversion impacted Tertullian and the Thundering Legion politically, socially, 
and religiously. Justin Martyr’s Dialogue with Trypho, Tertullian’s Apology, Robert Wilken’s Christian prejudice, 
Sylvia Brummer and William C. Morey illuminated on Marcus Aurelius’ harsh persecution of Christians and their rise 
of religious influence will be discussed to introduce a different perspective of Christian conversion’s impact based on 
Romans soldiers and family members of centurions. 

 
Brian Michael Smith (Independent Scholar), The Trauma of Conversion: Estrangement, Affliction, and Solidarity in Early 
American Conversion Narratives 

This paper is an interdisciplinary analysis of five conversion narratives, representative autobiographies set within the 
fluid social, cultural, and political transformations of colonial America. The spiritual experiences of Elizabeth 
Ashbridge, Ukawsaw Gronniosaw, John Marrant, Samson Occam, and Jonathan Edwards have their own unique 
location in the religious landscape of the Great Awakening. What they share are traumatic forms of estrangement and 
affliction leading them to a new, if tenuous solidarity in the rapidly changing Christian Church. 

 
 

AAR 15: Images and Imagination in Changing Religious Histories 
 

Cheryl Townsend Gilkes (Colby College), Love, War, and Perseverance: Confronting the Pauline Biblical Problem in the 
African American Cultural Imagination  

African American Christianity incorporates a prophetic-apocalyptic biblical reading criticizing power, demanding 
social justice, liberation, and deliverance, and ending injustice and exploitation; that reading includes an expansive 
utilization of the Hebrew Bible/Old Testament and chooses “the religion of Jesus” over the slaveowners’ “religion of 
Paul.” Using spirituals and gospel music, selected Pauline texts are explored that generate themes about love, 
“personalist” perseverance, and Christian warfare and that foster a simultaneous emphasis on love and struggle. 

 
John Shin (Independent Scholar), Popular Iconoclasm, Glass-Breaking, and Anti-Laudian Theology in Eastern English 
Counties 

Reviewing specific occurrences of stained-glass window destruction in individual 16th and 17th century eastern 
English counties, this study investigates the cultural and social influences that exacerbated public indignation against 
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icons. To this end, the paper examines the relatively expanded fluidity of religious polity with the advent of the 
Protestant Reformation and its engenderment in English public empowerment that led to a theological terrain where 
even anti-Laudian theology was deemed conservative and became further radicalized. 

 
 

AAR 16: Theology and Philosophy 
 

Joseph Haydt (University of Chicago), What Is the Question to Which von Balthasar’s Theory of Gestalt Is the Answer? 
The defining characteristic of Hans Urs von Balthasar’s concept of revelation is that revelation must establish its own 
criterion of truth. And yet, he also claims that the kind of truth that revelation provides is compatible with the 
pedestrian functions and claims of reason. The concept of a “form of revelation” (Offenbarungsgestalt) seeks to explain 
how an event of divine revelation could transcend human reason and canons of truth while nevertheless retaining its 
rational coherence. 

 
Richard Oxenberg (Endicott College), “The Way, the Truth, and the Life”: A Phenomenological Analysis 

In a conversation between Martin Heidegger and a group of German theologians held in 1958, the theologian 
Hermann Noack remarked that, “Heidegger’s thinking moves in a dimension which alone makes room for doing 
genuine theological ‘thinking’ once again.” My paper explores this claim by applying Heidegger’s phenomenological 
analytic of the human being, as developed in Being and Time and beyond, to an interpretation of Jesus’ statement in 
the Gospel of John: “I am the Way, and the Truth, and the Life.” 
 


